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Accurate measurement of scattering and
absorption loss in microphotonic devices
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We present a simple measurement and analysis technique to determine the fraction of optical loss due to
both radiation (scattering) and linear absorption in microphotonic components. The method is generally ap-
plicable to optical materials in which both nonlinear and linear absorption are present and requires only
limited knowledge of absolute optical power levels, material parameters, and the structure geometry. The
technique is applied to high-quality-factor (Q=1�106 to Q=5�106) silicon-on-insulator (SOI) microdisk
resonators. It is determined that linear absorption can account for more than half of the total optical loss in
the high-Q regime of these devices. © 2007 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 230.3990, 140.3945.
The push for dense integration of photonic elements
into existing microelectronics circuits has revitalized
the interest in semiconductor microphotonics [1–4].
Unfortunately, the benefits of tight optical confine-
ment provided by high-index-contrast photonic ele-
ments have oftentimes been offset by increased opti-
cal losses due to high modal overlap with imperfect
surfaces damaged by processing or imperfectly de-
fined by lithography. As advances in the etching and
definition of these structures have reduced geometri-
cal nonidealities, absorption has become a significant
source of optical loss [5]. Understanding the optical
losses of these structures is important for continued
progress in developing low-loss microphotonic cir-
cuits; as a result, many recent articles [5–9] have de-
tailed methods for inferring the amount of optical
loss due to absorption.

Here we present a simple method for determining
the linear absorption optical loss in microphotonic
components without resorting to models of the ther-
mal response of the structure or the character of the
absorption. The devices studied in this work consist
of high-Q Si microdisk resonators formed from SOI
wafers. As described in detail below, by monitoring
the resonance wavelength and on-resonance trans-
mission value of the microdisk modes as a function of
input power, the relative amounts of linear absorp-
tion and radiation (scattering) loss within the resona-
tor can be ascertained. While this implementation of
the method is specific to the Si material system in
which two-photon absorption (TPA) [10] is present,
more generally it can be used in situations where
there is some form of additional nonlinear absorp-
tion. The technique is also applicable to a wide vari-
ety of resonator geometries and thus can be employed
for the study of optical loss in waveguides through
the use of waveguide-based microring resonators.

The Si microdisks studied in this work consist of
10 �m radius disks formed in a 217 nm thick Si de-
vice layer on top of a 2 �m SiO2 buried oxide layer.
Details of the disk resonator fabrication process can

be found in [5]. Device characterization was per-
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formed by using a tunable external-cavity laser (�
1420–1498 nm, linewidth �300 KHz for time scales
relevant to this work) connected to a computer-
controlled fiber taper waveguide probe [6] and two
optical attenuators as in Fig. 1(a). The �m-scale fiber
taper probe was formed from a standard single-mode
optical fiber and used to evanescently excite the
whispering-gallery modes (WGMs) of the microdisk
with controllable loading. The two (highly linear) op-

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of testing apparatus.
GPIB, general purpose interface bus; DAQ, data acquisi-
tion. (b) Measured transmission scans at various input
powers for a 10 �m radius Si microdisk. The input powers
are 4, 50, and 100 �W for the blue, green, and red curves,
respectively. The fit to the low-power curve yields �t /2�
=1.4�108 Hz, �� /2�=4.2�108 Hz, and �e /2�=3.3

7
�10 Hz.
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tical attenuators were controlled to provide variable
optical input power to the resonators while maintain-
ing a constant signal at the photodetector to elimi-
nate nonlinearities in the detection electronics.

Figure 1(b) shows the normalized spectral trans-
mission response of a 10 �m radius microdisk for
several different input powers. As is evident for the
higher input powers, the thermo-optic effect of Si [11]
leads to an optical bistability in the transmission
scan. The observed doublet resonance dip, most dis-
cernible in the low-power (blue) curve, is a result of
surface roughness coupling the normally degenerate
clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) propa-
gating WGMs [12]. The resulting coupled modes can
be conveniently described as sinelike and cosinelike
standing wave modes with their respective mode-
field amplitudes (as and ac) given by

ac�s� =
− ��e/2�Pi

− ��t/2� + i��	 ± ��/2�
, �1�

where �	 is the detuning of the input laser frequency
from the initially degenerate mode frequency 	0, �t is
the total decay rate of each individual resonance, �e
is the coupling rate into the fiber taper waveguide, ��

is the rate of CW to CCW mode coupling, Pi is the op-
tical input power at the fiber–cavity junction, and we
take the upper sign for ac [6]. The normalized trans-
mission of the resonator–waveguide system is

T =
�− �Pi + ��e/2�ac + as��2

Pi
. �2�

Low-power transmission data [blue curve in Fig. 1(b)]
is fitted to Eq. (2) and used to infer the resonator’s
total linear loss �Qt�	0 /�t��0 /
�=1.5�106� and
the other parameters of Eq. (1). The resulting fit is
displayed as the orange dashed curve in Fig. 1(b). For
clarity of presentation, the analysis presented below
is for singlet resonances: the analysis for doublet
resonances is conceptually the same.

To facilitate the treatment below, we separate the
total optical loss rate into a cold-cavity portion ��c�
and a nonlinear absorption portion ��nla�, �t=�c
+�nla. The cold-cavity loss rate comprises linear ab-
sorption ��la�, radiation, and scattering loss. Simi-
larly, the absorption coefficient ��a� can be separated
into linear and nonlinear contributions according to
�a=�la+�nla. With these definitions of loss rates, for
the steady-state absorbed power within the cavity we
can write Pabs= ��a /�t�Pd, where the dropped power
�Pd� is related to the input power and normalized
resonant transmission minimum �Tmin� through Pd
= �1−Tmin�Pi.

Following [13] we define the coupling factor, K, to
be ��e /�t�. Recalling our partitioning of the total loss
rate, we find �nla� = �K0 /K�−1, where �nla� is given by
��nla /�c� and K0 is taken to be the coupling factor at
low power in the absence of nonlinear absorption,
K0= ��e /�c�. Relating the coupling factor to the on-

resonance transmission minimum yields
�nla� �Pd� = K0�1 � ��Tmin�Pd��

1 ± ��Tmin�Pd��
� − 1, �3�

where the upper sign is taken in the undercoupled re-
gime. Thus we can infer the normalized nonlinear ab-
sorption rate from the cold-cavity measurement of
the coupling factor and the observation of minimum
transmission depth versus dropped power. Figure 2
shows a plot of the inferred normalized nonlinear ab-
sorption for each of the measured transmission
minima (dots) versus input power in Fig. 1(b). It
should be noted that the absolute dropped power
need not be known to find this quantity. The relative
dropped power can be converted into a relative cavity
energy �Uc=Pd /�t� to observe the energy dependence
of the normalized nonlinear absorption, as is done in
Fig. 2. The linear dependence of �nla� versus Uc indi-
cates that two-photon absorption (TPA) is the domi-
nant nonlinear absorption inside the Si microdisks at
these input powers (peak input power of 	100 �W).

The remaining quantity of interest, �a, can be de-
termined by considering the relationship between the
resonance position and absorbed power due to the
thermo-optic effect of Si. For small temperature
changes we expect the resonance wavelength shift,
��, to be linearly proportional to the absorbed power
[11]. Therefore, we have ��=C��a /�t�Pd, where C is a
constant depending upon the thermal and thermo-
optic characteristics of the microdisks. Keeping in
mind the decomposition of �a and �t above, we find

���Pd� = C��la� + �nla� �Pd�

1 + �nla� �Pd� �Pd, �4�

where �la� is given by ��la /�c�. With �nla� �Pd� already
measured from the resonant transmission versus in-
put power, Eq. (4) indicates that �a� may be deter-
mined directly from the global slope curve, 
��th /Pd�
��Pd�. As �a� can be estimated from this slope curve
alone, we need not know the absolute dropped power.
Similarly, knowledge of the temperature change of

Fig. 2. (Color online) Plot of normalized nonlinear absorp-
tion versus relative electric field cavity energy along with a

linear fit.
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the resonator and the thermal resistance of the struc-
ture, needed for directly estimating the absorbed
power, is also not needed.

Figure 3(a) shows the measured resonance shift
from Fig. 1(b) versus Pd along with a fit to Eq. (4) and
a linear fit to the lowest power data as a visual aid.
The inset also plots the global slope curve, 
��th /Pd�
��Pd�, for the same data set. From a fit to the global
slope curve we find that �la� =0.57±0.03 for this reso-
nant mode. Analysis of the entire family of WGMs
(varying azimuthal mode number, fixed radial order
and polarization) for the same microdisk is plotted in
Fig. 3(b). Linear absorption is found to persist at a
nearly constant level of 
�a=0.5 pm across the
1400 nm wavelength band, corresponding to a loss
per unit length of roughly 0.25 dB/cm. As bulk ab-
sorption in the moderately p-doped Si of these de-
vices is expected to be more than an order of magni-
tude smaller [14] than this measured value, the
linear absorption loss is attributed to the etched and
polished surfaces of the disk. This is consistent with

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Plot of thermally induced wave-
length shift ���th� versus relative dropped power �Pd� along
with nonlinear and linear absorption model fits. Inset, glo-
bal slope, ��th /Pd, versus Pd for the same dataset. (b) Mea-
sured intrinsic linewidth for the entire family of high-Q
WGMs of this microdisk, along with the measured delinea-
tion between scattering loss and linear absorption. Intrin-
sic radiation loss of the WGMs is lumped in with the scat-
tering loss component; however, it is calculated to be
negligible for the 10 �m radius disks studied here. The
resonant mode of panel (a) is denoted with an arrow in this

plot.
recent studies we performed on similar devices in
which optical absorption loss could be dramatically
varied with changing chemistry of the Si surfaces [5].
A gradual trend of increasing scattering loss with
wavelength can also be seen in Fig. 3(b). This is likely
due to the smaller azimuthal wave vector of longer-
wavelength WGMs, which results in a reduced scat-
tering momentum required for coupling into radia-
tion modes.

As the above example serves to illustrate, for ma-
terials in which there is a measureable amount of
two-photon absorption, by monitoring the resonance
wavelength and transmission of a microresonator one
can separate the amount of linear absorption from
that of other loss components such as intrinsic radia-
tion and scattering. More generally, this technique
can provide insights into the nature of optical loss in
other materials and devices utilizing nonlinear ab-
sorption to accurately determine linear absorption
with only limited knowledge of absolute power, mate-
rial parameters, and physical geometry of the struc-
ture.
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